Gamma Delta alumnae returns to speak on her new memoir

ATHENS, GA. – On Sept. 5, 2023, Madison Letts of PC’15 and 2019 Lamar Dodd School of Art graduate gathered with active members to discuss and read excerpts of her new memoir entitled “I Don’t Want You to Regret Anything.”

Members of the Gamma Delta chapter sat and listened to Letts speak on the inspiration behind her memoir, her writing process and the current role she holds as the COO of the Knox Martin Foundation. After, members were able to ask questions and purchased copies of her memoir.

Many were moved by her touching and raw words as she spoke about her late boyfriend, Knox Martin, who passed away in Dec. 2020 after battling an aggressive form of brain cancer.

Hannah King, who serves as Theta’s VP of Administration said, “I really enjoyed having the opportunity to meet with Madison. It is always inspiring to hear what Theta alumnae accomplish and are passionate about. Her memoir is moving, well-written, and exciting to read as I am able to visualize the story in Athens. She represents our chapter and our community so well!”

Letts’ memoir is centered around love, loss, rebirth and ultimately deciphering the meaning of life. Copies can be purchased directly from her website madisonletts.com or at any major bookstores.

About Kappa Alpha Theta: Founded in 1870, Kappa Alpha Theta is the first Greek-letter fraternity known among women. The mission is to empower members to embody the four values in their lives—intellectual curiosity, leadership potential, commitment to service and personal excellence. For more information, please visit our headquarters website www.kappaalphatheta.org.